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Mimesis International was launched at the end of 2013 on the initiative 
of Mimesis Group, which includes Éditions Mimésis and Mimesis 
Edizioni. With a catalogue of 4,000 book titles, Mimesis Edizioni is 
one of the leading Italian publishing houses in the humanities. Our 
support for free thinking led us to open towards different and merging 
research fields in the human sciences while maintaining a keen 
interest in philosophy. As an academic publishing company, we work 
in synergy and close collaboration with several European universities 
and cultural centres. In this European and cosmopolitan spirit we 
publish our texts in English and, as in the case of scientific journals, 
we also feature multilingual contributions. Our pledge is to take on, in 
an original way, the challenges faced by today’s publishing industry, in 
order to influence the complex cultural context shaped by new media, 
in an ever growing interaction among fields of knowledge.
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• This final book by Joseph Margolis gives a comprehensive idea to the reader about the ultimate goal reached by this 
American philosopher at the end of his long intellectual career.

• It explores some topics in more detail than it has been done before (cfr. the so-called artifactuality of persons in com-
parison to his previous book The Art and the Definition of the Human) and develops new subjects (such as the mongrel 
functionality of ordinary language). 

• It is interesting not only for specialists in pragmatism and in philosophical anthropology, but also for students - the intro-
ductory essays is the first work of this kind to Margolis’ work. 

// KEY SELLING POINTS //

The starting point of Joseph Margolis’ last philosophical effort is 
represented by the problem of the human “gap” in animal continu-
ity: “There appear to be no comparable variants of animal evo-
lution effected by anything like the culturally enabled creation”. 
While we share with other animals more or less refined forms of 
societal life, acquiring a natural language remains a distinctively 
human character: although it is grounded in the completely natural 
favourable changes in the human vocal apparatus and brain, the 
merely causal emergence of language in humans reacts back into 
human primates by transforming them into persons or selves. The 
artifactuality of persons appears to be at the same time a natu-
ral and emergent phenomenon, constituting the other side of the 
process of language acquisition both by early hominids and by hu-
man infants. In this perspective the largely informal, mongrel and 
approximate functionality of ordinary language is interpreted as a 
good tool for the cultural animal to cope with the world, while the 
collective dimension of human forms of life appears as the shared 
context of external and internal constitution of the human selves.

Joseph Margolis holds the Laura H. Carnell chair of Professor of Phi-
losophy in the Philosophy Department of Temple University in Phila-
delphia. A leading figure in American Pragmatism, he has developed a 
third original alternative between analytic philosophy and the continen-
tal tradition, focused on a form of robust relativism, realistic construc-
tivism, and a philosophy of the cultural word strictly connected with the 
idea of the artifactuality of persons. He has published a long series of 
papers and more than 30 books.

Roberta Dreon teaches Aesthetics at the Department of Philosophy 
and Cultural Heritage in Ca’ Foscari University, Venice. She has pub-
lished on Dewey’s aesthetics, on classical pragmatism, and on phe-
nomenology. 
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• This volume offers a new approach to study on Vico’s philosophy and it is alternative to Croce and Nicolini’s unpersuasive 
neo-idealistic reading, which tended to consider all writings prior to the third and final edition of the Scienza Nuova, in a 
process of progressive and positively upward thought. 

• This book has as professional audience, the scholars interested to: 1) the historical and methodological instruments of 
the philosophical studies about ethics and law, anthropology and religion, civil life and languages of nations; 2) the com-
petences in the researches on documentary and oral sources of the tradition; 3) the philosophical analysis on the ancient 
and modern natural law.

// KEY SELLING POINTS //

This book is the result of sustained analysis and textual study on 
the extremely articulate trajectory of Vico’s interest in metaphys-
ics and jurisprudence before the New Sciences. Particular impor-
tance is given to the three books of Diritto universale which mark 
a significant step in the redefinition of the relationship between 
philosophical questions of law and metaphysics. This has led to 
the acknowledgement of the connection – rather than the juxtapo-
sition – of natural and historic law in Vico. So the originality of the 
new natural right of peoples which, unlike Grotius’ law between 
nations, theorizes the historical right of nations, natural, rational 
and positive at the same time. The modernity of an original thought 
such as Vico’s is achieved by the significance of the demand for 
unity of human and divine knowledge. He sees the verum in the 
history with an aspiration to a concrete universal, not devoid, 
however, of the absoluteness, identified in the ideals that are the 
“human ideas” constitutive of human history lived ethically in the 
experience of religion.

Fabrizio Lomonaco is Full Professor of History of Philosophy at 
the University of Naples “Federico II”. He is Director of “Civiltà del 
Mediterraneo” (Naples) and “Logos” (Naples) and has written more 
than 500 essays and articles relating to the 17th-18th centuries 
Holland (Grotius and Perizonio, Gronov, Huber and Le Clerc, Noodt 
and Barbeyrac) and Southern Italian thought (Caloprese, Gravina 
and Vico, Metastasio and Spinelli, Genovesi and Pagano). He has 
edited anastatic reprints of writings of Vico and Le Clerc, Gravina 
and Spinelli.
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• The work focuses on the different forms, uses and meanings of montage in contemporary arts and culture, broadening the 
discussion to various fields of knowledge and visual production. 

• The debate is particularly interesting since it involves different actors that deal with the topic of montage like theoreti-
cians, filmmakers, visual artists, curators, and sound designers.

• The volume is addressed to high-level undergraduate and graduate students, as well as to the scholarly community in the 
fields of art theory and history, film theory and cinema studies, visual, cultural and media studies.

Montage, today, is a widespread procedure that doesn’t concern 
just artistic production, but also our daily lives and the use every-
one makes of that huge visual archive contemporary media places 
at our disposal. In a technologically advanced society, where the 
notion of postproduction regulates our relationship with images and 
objects, it is therefore necessary to thoroughly investigate the role, 
possibilities, and, most of all, anthropological and politic connota-
tions of montage; and to ask ourselves whether – in comparison to 
the heroic years of the first avant-gardes – montage has become 
a faded and standardized practice or if it is a more and more ef-
fective means to understand and reprogram the world, especially 
in relation to the technical possibilities offered by new media and 
remix practices.

Cristina Baldacci, PhD in Contemporary Art History, was post-doc 
researcher at the Iuav University of Venice, and is currently post-
doc fellow at ICI Berlin. She is also a curator and critic for art mag-
azines. Her research interests focus on the archive and atlas as 
visual forms of knowledge; montage and reenactment strategies; 
contemporary sculpture; art and new media. She just released the 
monograph Archivi impossibili. Un’ossessione dell’arte contem-
poranea (english translation, Impossible Archives. A contempo-
rary art’s obsession, Johan & Levi, 2016). 

Marco Bertozzi is Professor of History of Cinema at the Iuav Uni-
versity of Venice and filmmaker. He has published numerous stud-
ies on documentary cinema and the relationships among cinema, 
architecture and the city. Among his latest books, Recycled Cin-
ema. 

MONTAGES
ASSEMBLING AS A FORM AND SYMPTOM 
IN CONTEMPORARY ARTS
EDITED BY CRISTINA BALDACCI AND MARCO BERTOZZI 
PREFACE BY  ANGELA VETTESE

// KEY SELLING POINTS //
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• This volume not only offers a discussion of the conceptual provenance of the “atmosphere” and the special forms of 
perception that are related to it. It also offers a range of selected (empirical) methods to explore atmospheres.

• Interested Public: Philosophers, Landscape-Architects, Interior-Designers, Artists, Art-Educators, Museum Education 
Officers, (Researchers on Atmosphere).

• Competing books: Weidinger (Ed.): Atmosphären Entwerfen, Fink: München 2015; Heibach (Ed.): Atmosphären. 
Dimensionen eines diffusen Phänomens, Fink: München 2012; Tidwell (Ed.): Architecture and Atmosphere, Tapio 
Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation 2014.

// KEY SELLING POINTS //

Atmospheres are omnipresent and they are frequently used in eve-
ryday language. Yet, when do we perceive atmospheres and how 
can we explore them? The concept of atmosphere extends aesthet-
ics to aisthesis and comprehends perception as a relation bound 
to the present and with regard to others. In this context, the aston-
ishing atmosphere is identified as a watershed moment when the 
object of perception becomes the object of discourse. Surveying 
Benjamin’s definitions of aura, one becomes aware of two modes 
of perception, which are crucial for the understanding of atmos-
pheres. The “atmospheric portfolio”, therefore, provides for the 
possibility to explore the particular features of the phenomenon. It 
is a collection of studies and research methods, which, on the one 
hand, reflects on the terms and concepts, and, which, on the other, 
allows for exemplary experiments of the empirical approaches to 
the phenomenon.

Andreas Rauh is managing director of the Human Dynamics 
Centre (HDC) of the Faculty of Humanities at the University of 
Würzburg (www.hdc.uni-wuerzburg.de). He studied philosophy, 
pedagogy, and art education. Since 2008 he has been a member 
of the Réseau International Ambiance(s) and he is an associate 
member of the Atmospheric Spaces network. 
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• This volume explores an array of literary representations of the ‘True Womanhood’ ideology in the United States of America. 
• The three essays that comprise this book encompass the whole 19th century, thus providing an in-depth analysis of the 

aforementioned paradigm, from its origin in the early-Republican era, to its burgeoning in mid-century best-selling do-
mestic novels, to its decline in the post-bellum period, when alternative paradigms begin to emerge under the pressure of 
the then-up-and-coming women reform movements. 

The three essays that comprise this volume explore literary repre-
sentations of the ‘True Womanhood’ ideology, a narrative through 
which nineteenth-century women could invest their existence and 
their role in the world with meaning and purpose. In Victorian 
America, middle-to-upper-middle-class women were not admitted 
to centers of public power. Being relegated to the private sphere, 
i.e., the domestic milieu, they had only one socially respectable 
function  – that of a wife and mother – while the masculine sphere 
of action was the public one, the realm of business and politics. 
This rigid role differentiation, which affirmed the social supremacy 
of men over women, was allegedly sanctioned by God and by nature 
as well. Being divinely ordained, it would tolerate no refutation: 
as Barbara Welter perceptively noted, ‘If anyone, male or female, 
dared to tamper with the complex virtues, which made up True 
Womanhood, he was damned immediately as an enemy of God, of 
civilization and of the Republic’. 

Simona Porro holds a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from the 
University of Turin, Italy. She pursued her doctoral research activ-
ity both in Italy and in the United States, at the Michigan State 
University and at Purdue University. Her research centers on the 
modes of representation of history and trauma both in Postmodern 
American fiction and in image-texts. She has published several 
articles on international journals on E.L. Doctorow, W.G. Sebald, 
Tony Morrison, and Art Spiegelman. She is currently analysing the 
multifaceted representations of the American dream in Jewish 
American fiction. 
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• As Ramie Targoff points out in her essay John Donne, Body and Soul, the great quantity and variety of volumes upon the 
soul that have been found in John Donne’s library, bear witness of the fact that the topic of the journey of the soul through 
life and after death was particularly meaningful and urgent to him. 

• This book tried to explore the theme of the journey of the soul within John Donne’s works in its different phases, starting 
from his Metempsychosis, to his Anniversaries (1601). 

// KEY SELLING POINTS //

An overview of the complex world of John Donne’s poetry and spe-
cifically of his reflections on the theme of the journey of the soul. 
Donne’s Metempsychosis and his Anniversaries are analysed from 
both a literary and philosophical/teological perspective, in the con-
text of the rising new science. 

Audrey Taschini is a researcher in English Literature, History of 
Science, Philosophy and Theology at the University of Bergamo. 
She translated into Italian T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets and John 
Donne’s Anniversaries. 

«When he began writing it, it was Donne’s intent of describing the 
journey of a soul from its creation and existence in the garden of 
Eden to its incarnation in man and then from primordial mankind 
to modern man. The poem, however, remained unfinished and it 
was abandoned at stanza LII with the incarnation of the soul in 
Themech,“sister and wife to Cain”.»
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• The project Geographies of Psychoanalysis started a few years ago by a number of the Italian Psychoanalytical Society 
journal Psiche under the direction of Lorena Preta. Mapping the diffusion of psychoanalysis throughout Asia, India, the 
Muslim countries, this book compares the different meanings of analytical experience from the theoretical and clinical 
points of view through papers and interviews with analysts of varying nationalities.

• A new variety of voices of psychoanalysts coming from different regions and cultures of the world.

“The time is out of joint”. 
This famous line from William Shakespeare’s Hamlet helps to de-
scribe the impression of de-centering, of deconstruction, which we 
currently live and experience. This phenomenon is caused by vari-
ous factors and while it is happening worldwide, partly as a result 
of globalization itself, it is perceived in different ways in the various 
cultures and countries of the world. We find ourselves in front of 
an hybrid individual, fruit of diverse cultures blending. The new 
means of communication and social organization that characterize 
our times, to such a large extent, that we may possibly consider 
finding ourselves at the dawn of a new subject, a bearer of trans-
formations, the extent of which is difficult to measure. In a world 
which is dominated by new ways of communication, virtual space, 
technology that subverts the perception of the body, by cyborg as 
new hybridization post-human, by the cult of the body and youth, 
by the new definitions of sexuality, the new organisations of the 
family, by the desire to procreate whatever it takes, all that tell us 
about an overflowing of the subject  but “dislocated” fragmented 
and far from its original identity.

Lorena Preta is the Director of the International Research Group 
Geographies of Psychoanalysis. Full member of  Italian Psycho-
analytical Society (SPI) and of International Psychoanalytical As-
sociation (IPA). Past Editor in chief of the journal Psyche (Journal of 
psychoanalysis and culture of the Italian Psychoanalytical Society) 
2001-2009. Scientific consultant and director for many years of 
Spoletoscienza (Meetings of science and culture at the Festival of 
Two Worlds in Spoleto).
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• This book is a guide to help hapless readers find their way through this philosophical jungle.
• It doesn’t not contain any apology for musical ontology, nor any attempt to definitively get it off the hook. The approach is 

aporetic, in the spirit of an open investigation in which more questions than answers are posited.
• It is constructed on three levels: the presentation of the debate on musical ontology, a meta-ontological inquiry and a sort 

of meta-meta-ontological overview, in which both the ontological and the meta-ontological are examined.

What is musical ontology? 
Why should we as philosophers address it, if ever? 
These questions constitute the Ariadne’s thread running through-
out this whole work. The number of papers, volumes and essays 
that have recently been dedicated to the topic of art and musical 
ontology is so vast that trying to get a grip on the debate seems like 
trying to find ones bearings without a compass. 
This book is a guide to help hapless readers find their way through 
this philosophical jungle. It is constructed on three levels: the pres-
entation of the debate on musical ontology, a meta-ontological in-
quiry and a sort of meta-meta-ontological overview, in which both 
the ontological and the meta-ontological are examined. It does not 
contain any apology for musical ontology, nor any attempt to de-
finitively get it off the hook. The approach is aporetic, in the spirit 
of an open investigation in which more questions than answers 
are posited. But this is the whole point. If this study manages to 
provide the readers with the necessary theoretical tools to answer 
these questions for themselves, it could be considered a success. 

Lisa Giombini completed her joint-supervised Ph.D. in Philoso-
phy at the University of Roma Tre and at the University of Lorraine 
(France) in 2015. In 2016 she obtained the National Qualification 
as Maître de Conférences [Associate Professor] in Philosophy and 
Aesthetics issued by the National Council of University of France. 
In the same year she worked at the Staatliche Akademie der Bil-
denden Künste (Germany) as a DAAD Postdoctoral Fellow. She is 
the Italian co-editor and translator of Lydia Goehr’s The Imaginary 
Museum of Musical Works. 
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